Five From Faculty Will Get Guggenheim Study Fellowships

Five members of the faculty have been awarded John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellowships for the year 1957-'58. The recipients are: Prof. Erik L. Hibel-Christmann, Aeronautical Engineering, who will do research in unsteady aerodynamics at the California Institute of Technology; Prof. Kenekei Iwasawa, Mathematics, who will be doing research in number theory at the Institute for Advanced Studies, which is located in Princeton; Prof. Georgia de Santillana, Humanities, who will be working with some 17th Century manuscripts at the National Library in Florence, Italy; Mr. Gregory Tucker, Humanities, who will spend a year in Geneva, Switzerland.
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The Karl Taylor Compton Award went to Pete as he was ending a period of outstanding contribution to Tech athletics. Included in his long list of awards for play are three varsity letters in soccer, one in baseball and three sets of numerals for freshman athletes.

Playing fullback on the soccer team, Pete enjoyed the experience of being on the first Tech soccer team ever to beat Harvard, as the Crimson suffered a 5-1 setback at the hands of the engineers this past season. Another memorable experience was traveling to the University of Connecticut to play an 11 a.m. game with the Huskies the morning after JP.

A member of the baseball, basketball, and soccer teams in his freshman year, Pete followed up through his years participation in baseball and soccer, adding basketball again in his junior year. Included in his athletic record are membership in the Extra- mural Council, and membership on the executive board of T Club.